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Let me start by saying I do get a small kickback on every referral but I only do this

for services I use, trust and love. In the following thread I’ll go over what my

favorite features are and how I use them.

•

Sign up @ https://t.co/dO4RSNuQfH for 10% off

DARKPOOL:

DP are private exchanges for trading that are not accessible by the investing public. DP came about primarily to facilitate

block trading by institutional investors who did not wish to impact the markets with their large orders and obtain worse prices

for their trades.

How I use DarkPool with @Tradytics :

Levels. Levels. Levels. I use DarkPool as areas of support/resistance. Ideally I like to find stocks over (calls) or under(puts)

large prints. These prints will help keep the stock moving the direction you want. These levels CAN break. See ■■

@Tradytics website puts them on a nice visual graph. This helps get a quick snapshot of the stock price and where that

level is with how big it is (in $$). The site gives you sentiment of the print and labels it ■ or ■
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Tradytics DarkPool 2:

You can even scroll down on the site and find more information. It aggregates the prints into a DP levels chart, a graph

showing the daily DP amounts and daily sentiment of those prints.



Algoflows with @Tradytics

Because I constantly post Algoflow charts, I get asked how to interpret the chart all the time. Read this:

https://t.co/mS4AMKyVW5

Still have questions about? Ask away…

Algoflow 2:

What I look for in Algoflows is divergence. The bigger the better. If it’s a cheaper stock I want at least a few dollar

divergence. If it’s something like TSLA I want like a $40-50 divergence. Just because you are starting to see divergence

doesn’t mean it’s bottomed.

Algoflow 3:

Find an area of support under where it’s trading. You can play it 2 ways, buy the dip at that level or find a small level above

the dip & wait for that to confirm upward continuation. Likewise for puts, find a level of resistance & play the rejection back to

AF line.

Live options flow:

This is similar to many other “Flow” services. I like the customization of @Tradytics flow better. You can create different

filters and then save them for easy back and forth. I often do this with premium size during the day. Switch between

50k-250k etc.
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Click on a ticker and get more detailed information on it.



You can even see the dominant strikes, expirations and a quick and easy to read chart on calls/puts called a heat map. I’ve

found the heat map is a handy place to go when seeing divergence to get more info on the underlying flow that caused the

divergence.

If you are checking out a ticker, you can click the ❤■ and get this amazing AI Dashboard. It shows you TradyFlow, Bulleye

Alerts (for another thread) the Algoflow, price simulations etc all on one easy to read page. $TSLA for example…



Lastly, @Tradytics has other helpful tools like Scany that helps you find new plays using a myriad of filters. You can search

for candles, chart patterns, sectors, etc.

You can sign up with @Tradytics for $7 for the first week as a trial of sorts. Highly recommend.
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